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Glue
Nina Nesbitt

the verses and chorus (except for the first verse) start with this little intro
before 
the A...and it s easier to play barre chords after the intro,
so then you won t have to move you re hand quickly to the first fret once you re
already 
in the 4th...

E|------------------|
B|------------------|
G|------------------|
D|------------------|
A|------------------|
E|--0--2---4--------|

(1st verse palm muted)
A
1,2 open up the door
F#m                       D                                   E
3,4 Answer your phone but you don t do any of those things do you
A
5.6 I deserve more
F#m                               D                       E
7.8 we ve flown to the floor your sliding my ladder of priorities

A                        F#m
I,I,I and you-ou went together like glue-ue-ue
D                                             E
but now the waters coming in we re sliding apart
A                        F#m
I,I,I and you-ou went together like glue-ue-ue
A                                         E
but now we re not sticking we ve gone dry

A                                            F#m
it was all suspicious, on the edge wondering what you were doing
                             D                                 E
when the back of my head was showing, and your two faces were looking
A                                     F#m
when will you ever come around, no wait its not the right way around
              D                             E* (* one strum)
cause it was all always my fault wasn t it just

A                                F#m
I,I,I and you-ou went together like glue-ue-ue
D                                              E



but now the waters coming in we re sliding apart
A                                 F#m
I,I,I and you-ou went together like glue-ue-ue
D                                        E
but now we re not sticking we ve gone dry

A                           F#m
and I don t want to be a bore
D                                                          E
but I m telling you this aint happening anymore
A                                                  F#m
so please sit down and we ll have a chat
D                                                                       E
but whatever you put on your hat you think you cool

 (CHORD CHANGE FOR MIDDLE EIGHT ONLY)

F#m                       A                               D   
              E
don t let me fall down the same ropes that you did do
F#m                       A                                     
D                E
NO don t let me fall down the same ropes that you did do

BACK TO NORMAL

A                               F#m
I,I,I and you-ou went together like glue-ue-ue
D                                                   E
but now the waters coming in we re sliding apart
A                              F#m
I,I,I and you-ou went together like glue-ue-ue
D                                               E
but now we re not sticking we ve gone dry

A                           F#m
and I don t want to be a bore
D                                                          E
but I m telling you this aint happening anymore
A                                                  F#m
so please sit down and we ll have a chat
D                                                                       E
but whatever you put on your hat you think you cool

G (MUTE STRINGS)
You think your... cool.

i got a little slack at the end...sorry if i made any mistakes...


